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PRICE REDUCED. **CALL FOR DETAILS!**

Serial Number 3726 / N12FQ

**SPECIFICATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHS**

314 409 4791  
sales@jet-transactions.com

THE Ritchie GROUP
A Global Jet Transaction Company
**HIGHLIGHTS**

Well-Equipped, Paint & Interior In Great Condition  
Air Conditioned, Standard 6-Place, Gray-Cloth Interior  
U.S. Registered – N12FQ  
Engine Inlet Barrier Filter; Crash Resistance Fuel Tank  
Geneva Avionics Console  

**PRICE REDUCED.**  
Call for Details!

---

**A/C Hours**  
11,021.3 Hours  

**Engine Manufacturer**  
SAFRAN/Turbomeca  

**Engine Model**  
Arriel 1D1  

**Engine S/N**  
9088  

**Engine TT**  
11,897.60 Ng  

**Cycles**  
12,026.40 Cycles  

**Landings**  
13,859 Landings  

---

**AVIONICS**

Garmin GMA-350H Audio Panel  
Garmin GNS-430 GPS/VHF Comm Radio  
Bendix/King KX-155 VHF Comm Radio  
Garmin carry on GPS model Aera 560  
L-3 Lynx NGT-9000(c)+ ADS-B in and Out  
Bendix/King 525A HSI Compass System  
Radar Altimeter model KRA-10A  
Artex ELT model 1000HM  
Geneva Avionics Console — STC#SH4747NM

---

**AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT**

High Skid Gear with Dart Flitesteps  
Crash Resistant Fuel Tank — STC# SR02492AK  
Precise Flight Pulse Light  
LED Horizontal Stabilizer Position Lights  
Integrated Flight Air Conditioning  
Precise Flight Pulse Light Kit  
Concorde Lead Acid Battery — RG-355 STC# SR09185RC  
Engine Inlet Barrier Filter (IBF) Kit — STC# SR02393C  
Gray Cloth Seats  
Crew Door Openers  
Wire Strike Protection System  
Horizontal Stabilizer Wing Tip Strobes

---

Specifications and/or descriptions are provided as introductory information only and do not constitute representations or warranties. Verification of specifications remain the sole responsibility of purchaser. Aircraft is subject to prior sale, lease, and/or removal from the market without prior notice. SPECIFICATIONS AS OF MARCH 18, 2021.
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